
Please pardon the very late appearance of this, the second issue of the CFS 
Review. Flatters beyond our immediate control have slowed us down considerably. From 
now on, however, the Review will appear on schedule. Three issues, four with this 
or.^, will appear before the Denvention. Delay has been mostly financial in nature. 
This has been straightened out, however, and from now on Denvention plans will pro
ceed at full blast.

For those who have not ordered their copies of the Denventioneer, it is out now 
and being mailed with this issue to those who have their mazuma in. Mot near as 
..any fan eds c mo thru with contributions as expected or hoped, but it is still 
worth your 15/. We hope that the next issue, if any, will contain many more mags. 
Cut of the entire bunch of fan mag editors, only three said they would not contribute 
on their inquiry cards, but when the deadlines camo (We set several, each time hoping 
for more contributions) only a few showed up. All in all, the present ])enventioneer 
is 32 large size pages of interesting material and one of the most unique collector’s 
items in fandom.

F. Orlin Tremaine, editor of COMET, announces that a cash award of $25 will be 
awarded the fan who overcomes the greatest obstacles in attending the Denvention, 
along urth the cash award will go a medal struck in sterling silver with the 
name of rhe winner engraved thereon. The judges of this award will be Mr. Tremaine 
or an alternate, a member of the convention committee (Roy Hunt), and a professional 
author attending the convention appointed by It. Tremaine and Hunt. Incidentally, 
for those readers who do not buy or look at all the current mags and might have mis
sed the news that Mr. Tremaine is publishing a story by ’Skylark* Smith in the May 
issue bf the COMET. It is a novelette entitled THE VORTEX BLASTERS.

For the information of those who do not take any of the fan mags, or have not 
received word, we are happy to announce that the Nowarkoh has folded. Since there 
is no counter convention we are being backed by all the pro mags and fanmags too. 
The perpetrators of the Hewarkon, de la Ree, Gaetz, and Plotkin swung over to our 
side when the affair was grabed from their hands by Taurasi A- company. After 
double crossing the Soloroid fellas and losing their support, he finally found fan
dom in almost a solid block against him and dropped the thing. We thank all you 

us the crisis and will do our best to put on a convention
worthy/*support. There’s also a cute little story about a big bad editor who had the 
misfortune of supporting the wrong side and is now no longer an editor. Toooo bad. 
Ue want to partially apologize to Sam Moskowitz for acusing him of being behind the 
wnoie affair. Apparently/didn’t have as much to do with it as stated. . • • Ue 
also want to thank Erle Korsnak for putting out his ’Two Cents Worth’.

Elsewhere in this issue will be found a complete list of the CFS members to 
dare. If your name does not appear therein, then why in hell doesn’t it? If we 
can’t expect the support of the science fiction fans, then who’ in hell can we ex- 
p oct s import from?
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It is the undeniable duty of every science fiction fan, 
reader, author, and editor, professional or fan, to 
support this worthwhile venture.

We are grieved to report the death of one of our 
members who was a prominent fan, Earl Singleton.

To repeat the information of the CFS for those who 
have not seen a previous copy, the membership fee is 
fifty cents (.50c/). Included with this is a membership 
card, some stickers, and the CFS Review free. Donald’ J. 
Doughty recently sent us a money order from England for 
a membership. Wo did not know the English could get 
money out of the country in any form, but since they can, 
we’d appreciate all memberships in money orders. (Foreign) 
Wo had originally planned to have the foreign fans send 
some books or magazines to he sold by us for their mom- 
borships. If it is impossible to got money out of Aust
ralia, or oven England, we will accept merchandise but 
would much prefer cash, or money orders.

Next issue wo will announce the location of the 
convention hall, prices of all the hotels and Y’s, and 
other pertinent information necessary to potential 
convention-goers. Included will bo a simple map of 
downtown Denver giving locations of nil the larger 
hotels in Denvention City and the convention hall.

■The cover for the Convention Booklet is going to be a three-color cover by 
Roy Hunt, now professional artist and official artist for the CFS. Money will bo
taken now to have your name in the booklctto. (10$^) Ad rates for tho booklottc
are as follows: Professional houses — $10 for full page, $12 for tho back cover 
which has already been reserved. $8 for £ page, $6 for j> page, and $4 for 4- page. 
Fan rates: $5 for full page. $3.75 for J pare, $2.50 for i page, $1.25 for -J page. 
We withold the right to reject any ad. Please do not submit any money till a 
future Review requests it. Fans may deal directly with us, but the profession* 1 
houses in New York and vicinity will carried out by our Eastern Representative 
Robert V7. Lowndes.

Any fan desiring to publish convention issues of his magazine is welcome to 
do so. Sold from the convention hall 20^ of the proceeds will be donated to the 
convention comihittee. V.re would appreciate it if anyone who plans on issuing a 
convention mag would let us know as soon as possible. Also all professional 
authors that are planning to come to tho Denvention should let us know as soon as 
possible after they’re certain they’ll make it, so we can use the-ir names as 
drawing attractions.

Much to our surprise, only on§/pro?essional authors have sent in his membership 
dues. That is the immortal E. E. Smith. Why is it any less the duty of the pro 
authors to support us than tho fans? This is a science fiction convention and means 
a lot to the fans who support the pro authors. Even if they have/feeling in the 
thing it is no more than right that they take the chance to partially repay the fans 
who have boon plugging them thru the yours. However, this negligence has not been 
all tho pro author’s faults since we have not distributed this organ profusely thru 
the ranks of the pro authors, which will be remedied this time. By next issue we 
hope to have a whole raft of pro author’s names on our membership list. This is a 
convention of, by, and for the science fiction!sts in general. We must have every
one’s support to make this the best ever............................  .Lew Martin & OFWiggins
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COLORADO FANTASY SOCIETY

Director

Olon F. Wiggins

Secretary-Treasurer

Lew Eart in

Official Artist And Editor

Roy V• Hunt

Secretaries At Large

Forrest J. Ackerman Donald A. Wollheim

Representatives

Robert W. Lowndes — Eastern J. Michael Rosenblum — English

Bob Tucker — Mid-West 
1 
1

Paul Freehafer

West Coast
Vol Tfclesworth — Australian

Members

#1. Forrest J. Ackerman
2. Morojo
3. Paul Freehafer
4. Walter Daugherty
5. Russ Hodgkins
6. Pogo
7. Tom '..right
8. T. Bruce Yerke
9. E. Everett Evans
10. Floyd Counts
11. Al McKeel
12. Olon F. Wiggins
13. Lew Martin
14. Roy Hunt
15. Roy Test
16. Willard E. Hawkins
17. Boh Tucker
18. Sulley Roberds
19. Charles Ford Hansen
20. Art Widner, Jr.
21. Phil Bronson
22. D. B. Thompson
23. Joe Fortier
24. Erle Korshak
25. Walt Liebscher
26. Raymond A. Palmer
27. Fred Pohl
28. Donald A. Wollheim
29. Ray Bersi

i 30. Art Sehnert

•

#31. Donn Brazier
32* Glen Taylor
33. Ray J. Sienkiewicz
34. Oscar
35. Louis Russell Chauven<
36. Jack Robins
37. Richard Kindig
38. Joe Gilbert
39. R. D. Swisher
40. Jarvis Manning
41. Faye Manning
42. Maurice Paul
43. Vincent Manning
44. William Sisson
45. Rosalie Sisson
46. Earl Singleton
47. John L. Millard
48. Damon Knight
49. Charles A. Beling
50. Eleanor O’Brien
51. C. H. Schwartz
52. Ted Dikty
53. Bob Jones
54. Samuel D. Russell
55. N. milmorth /
56. Richard J. Kuhn
57. Lynn Bridges
58. Phil Schumann
59. Steve Takacs

(Continued on Lack page) J
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£60. Jerry Keeley
61. Gerry de la Reo, Jr.
62. Roderick Gaeta
63. Clarissa ’’Honey” Smith
64. Edward ’’Dec” Smith
65. Emrys Evans
66. Jack Donovan
67. Seymour Larock
68. Arthur Louis Joquel, II
69. Jim Bush
70. Robert G, Thompson
71. Claude Dealer
72. Harry Warner, Jr.
73. Donald J. Doughty
74. Hilton A. Rothman
75. Gertrude Kuslan
76. Louis Kuslan
77. Earl Barr Hanson
78. Betty Nystrom
79. Elmer Perdue
80. F. Orlin Tremaine
81. Jolin V/. Campbell, Jr.
82. Leo I£argulies
83. George Luc>s
84. Mary Gnaedinger
85. Dor thy He II wraith
86. Malcolm Reiss

o

ft*************’***

Those of you who have sent 
in your four bits and are not 
or the above list, please write 
to Lew hartin, if you have sent 
your money in and are on the 
list but haven’t received your 
membership card and stuff, be 
patient, it’ll be sent within 
the next three days. Ibm

*****************
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